Environment Management Kickstart

The easiest way to manage your Conda environments

The Environment Management Kickstart makes standardization, curation, and transmission of Python and R environments across your infrastructure a simple reality. Our Conda experts help you develop a comprehensive plan for managing Python and R package environments, enabling your users to access the packages they want while respecting your organization’s governance and compliance policies.

In a short 100-hour engagement, our experts assist you in developing a comprehensive plan for managing and maintaining Conda environments.

Requirements

To qualify for this Kickstart project, you must provide the following:

- Contact with your existing Python/R users or detailed lists of their requirements
- Examples of the desired environments and where they are to be used
- Anaconda Business plan or Enterprise plan license

Start managing your environments with three deliverables:

- Sample workflow that creates consistent environments across operating systems and dev/test/deploy contexts (may include example scripts/git repositories)
- Best practices to support consistent environment management across infrastructure (local workstations, VMs, CI/CD)
- Best practices for Conda packaging delivered as training, videos, or documentation

Get Started Today

1. Confirm that Environment Manager Kickstart is a good fit for your organization.
2. Contact an Anaconda Kickstart specialist to discuss your project.